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Abstract—Communication between doctor and patient has a very important impact on health outcomes. It is basic component of any relationship especially when it is between physician and patient. It should be very strong and comprehensive. A good communication improves patient's consistence and satisfaction. It is a moral duty of a doctor that he should clear each and every query of the patient and to facilitate a patient regarding treatment and its consequences.
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I. INTRODUCTION

“Communication- the human connection- is the key to personal and career success.” (Paul J. Meyer)

Communication is an essential and integral skill for establishing physician-patient relationships and for effective functioning among health care professionals. Good communication skill in a doctor improves patient's compliance and overall satisfaction. Patient listening, empathy, and paying attention to the verbal and nonverbal components of the communication are the important ones. Studies have shown that good communication skill in a doctor improve patient’s compliance and overall satisfaction. This skill can be learnt effectively during the training program for undergraduate medical students, thereby helping students to practice efficiently in patient care settings.

II. PATIENT CENTERED COMMUNICATION

The patient-centered clinical method commonly used for interacting with patients. Usually the patient doesn’t know the medical terminologies often speak by physicians and nurses or abbreviations, symbols written on a patient’s file [1]. To clarify each and every detail regarding disease, treatment or any intervention is very important. Doctor-patient communication should be perfect to get best ultimate results of patient’s health [2]. The practice of good communication skills in the medical profession is integral for the development of meaningful and trustworthy relationship between the doctors and patients.

The UK's General Medical Council (GMC) emphasizes effective communication as fundamental to good medical practice. When teaching and assessing communication in the context of medical education the primary emphasis is on skills, suggesting that communication can be taught, learned and improved[3]. To pass on any information, wordings are often spoke by physicians and nurses or abbreviations, symbols written on a patient's file [1]. To clarify each and every detail regarding disease, treatment or any intervention is very important. Doctor-patient communication should be perfect to get best ultimate results of patient’s health. The practice of good communication skills in the medical profession is integral for the development of meaningful and trustworthy relationship between the doctors and patients.

The diagnostic capability of the doctor is greatly enhanced useful in managing difficult clinical encounters and thus decreases the frustration of work stress and increase job satisfaction Patient’s level of satisfaction is improved by better recoup and understanding of their ailment and disease outcome. Good communication skills enable doctors to elicit information about a patient’s stress and distress that is comprehensive, relevant and accurate. It has been shown that doctors, who have received training in communication skills, are more likely to detect and diagnose emotional and psychological distress and respond to patient’s need appropriately than those who had not sought such training [6]. Communication is a complex phenomenon, good communication skills are more likely to make patients satisfied. Definitions vary in their emphasis on the verbal, non-verbal, content, process, informational, relational and cultural aspects of communication. Communication involves not only verbal and non-verbal interaction but also observing each other. Therefore, special skill sets are required to implement good communication. The skills include active listening, questioning, conveying information, inspiring others to speak [7]. As clinicians we are often required to communicate with patients who have very different backgrounds. Physicians have diverse ethnicity, religious beliefs and social levels. Communication with people of different backgrounds is called cross-culture communication. Cross culture communication is a part of cultural competence, which has been taught in many medical schools.

III. BENEFITS OF GOOD COMMUNICATION

Firstly, trust is an immensely important part of any relationship. Patients occasionally reveal their secrets and worries to doctors that they never have passed on, even to their family members. But if patient doesn’t reveal these secrets or personal history of addictions to doctor thinking that he might disclose it before someone, it could lead to severe adverse reactions with clinician’s medications. For example, alcoholics are at higher rates of pharmacological interactions. However, a doctor must stay legit with his patients and tell every positive and negative aspect of treatments he is going to give his patient, and maintain confidentiality of his patient [9].

Medical practitioner ought to be exceptionally cautious while advising anything to the patient [4].
V. CLEAR THE MISCONCEPTIONS OF PATIENTS

Patients’ own perceptions regarding susceptibility to the disease have been found to be an important determinant of health seeking behavior. Without good at communication, none can convey the exact meaning of conversation. Now it has become an important part of training of medical graduates over the entire world. However, there are number of misunderstandings could be created if there is no proper counseling of the patient would be done.

“Most misunderstanding in the world could be avoided if people would simply take the time to ask, “What else could this mean?”” (Shannon L. Alder)

It’s a moral obligation of doctor to explain each and every aspect of disease like its nature, course, causes, prognosis and its treatment options and treatment cost [10]. Sometimes patient has to select an options for his treatment, this needs intense focus on consequences of each option. While on the basis of experiences, a recommendation by doctor has separate significance. Usually patients are worried about their futures and want to know that how much their condition affects their lives. Due to misconceptions, patient could take wrong decisions and could go into more distress state, leading to prolonged illness. For instance, patients with type 2 diabetes have often misconception in regards to insulin treatment and this can have impact in their decision on whether or not to initiate the treatment [11].

A misbelief of patient is often due to having incomplete background knowledge of disease and its treatment plans. An observational survey was done at Los Angeles County public hospital emergency department (2015), to collect data from patients, regarding basic knowledge of appendicitis, past surgical and antibiotic history, and medical illness outcome priorities. Out of 129 subjects interviewed, 56 (43%) accurately explained appendicitis, and 69 (53%) picked out the treatment for appendicitis as surgery. When presented with a hypothetical acute appendicitis scenario, more than 50% subjects preferred antibiotics over surgery [12].

So, prior to provide any information in advance, try to observe what a patient already knows about his or her condition. Then, it is very essential to let patient know that many diseases could have same symptoms but their causes and treatment plans are totally different. Otherwise patient may refuse medical advice and developed high risks.

VI. PATIENT SAFETY

Most of the time doctors are tired on their long hour duties or might be due to the tremendous number of patients in clinics, they want to avoid patients’ emotional discussions and problems. This often tends to increase patients’ distress. As a result of which the patient feels wavering to unvel his problems which could defer the recovery of patient [13]. The alarming numbers of patients reportedly harmed and even killed by medical errors have prompted the development of numerous trans-disciplinary, evidence-based strategies to improve patient safety. Studies have also shown that the rate of medication errors resulting in serious medical outcomes is because of lack of effective communication.

A healthy communication between patient and doctor has very important impact on patients’ follow up, because first time, you have dealt with patient properly, counseled the patient in detail, it may reduce the need for admissions and readmissions in future [14-15].

VII. BARRIERS OF COMMUNICATION

Even when the patient may know the little English, there is always a doubt whether he understands the message doctor or not. The main unfavorable impact of language barrier is that patient could not comprehend that at which time he should take meds and at what dose. Although many research papers have been described the problems doctors are facing regarding language barrier in healthcare system and its impact on patients’ expectations [16-17].

A cross sectional study was done in five urban teaching hospitals’ emergency departments in the Northeastern United States, to assess patient’s satisfaction and willingness to return to an emergency department among non-English speakers. Overall, only 52% of non-English speaking patients were satisfied as compared with 71% of English speaking patients ($p<.01$). On the other hand, 14% non-English speaking patients said they would not return to the same emergency department if they had another problem requiring emergency care as compared with 9.5% of English speaking patients ($p<.05$) [18-19].

Consequently, it has become very important that doctor who is treating the patient in clinical setup, knows patient’s primary language properly, to convey the details regarding his health. Another solution that has given by many authors to overcome this language barrier problem is to provide interpreter services at emergency department and in outpatient department, as it indicated good results of understanding between doctor and patient communication [20-21].

Physicians have to deal with number of patients, some of them have high health literacy, that are much aware of their illnesses, and some are illiterate usually with less education, low incomes, and in minority. A clinician must determine the patient’s degree of understanding so that he could clarify his queries in more detail. Many therapies like intra vaginal rings, dermal implants, patches, inhalers and subcutaneous depot, require special instructions to ensure proper administration [22-23]. It is very important to explain each prescription to patient in detail whether with high health literacy or with low, because identifying patients with limited health literacy can be difficult and is often undetected by doctor and can lead to negative effects on patient’s health [24]. Common questions of patients and their family members are often about the diagnosis, its prognosis, effective medications, cons and pros of treatment, cost of treatment. If admission needed, how long would be the stay in the hospital? A health care professional should satisfy the patient concerning his every query [25-26]. Emergency department is a place where every patient arrives in a misery state, often terrified, anxious and generally comes with blood / injection phobias. In this situation, poor behavior and harsh wordings could prompt disappointment in the patient.
A pilot study was done for a case study in a single clinic in Malaysia. They used audio tape for recording of doctor-patient communication, in a time period of 3 months (Feb – Apr 2015) and qualitative data was obtained. The objective of study was to investigate politeness strategies used between doctor and patient in a private clinic, with reference to Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory. This result has shown that 45.38 % of maximum politeness strategy used by the doctors and patient is the bald-on-record type, followed by 31.09% of negative politeness strategy, 19.33% of positive politeness strategy and 19.33% with the last strategy being the off-record strategy. In this way, patients feel more comfortable with elaborating questions by doctors rather than ‘Bald on Record’ strategy, as it has indicated the disappointments in patients either male or female, with specialists' discussions and during follow-up visits [27].

VIII. BREAKING BAD NEWS
Any information which antagonistically and genuinely influences a person's perspective on his future is defined breaking bad news [28]. In doctor-patient interaction, a clinician’s selection of vocabulary, expressions and appropriate wordings mean a lot, to clarify the exact thing. Breaking bad news is extremely unpleasant and troublesome, particularly when there is no treatment options remained. However, the conveyance of awful news by the health professionals to their patients is a key moment in the doctor-patient relationship [29]. This troublesome task requires persistence and refined relational abilities between the clinician and the patient. Breaking negative news to patient or his relatives needs professionalism, confidence, patience, and vitality.
A study had been conducted to find out how patients judge the worthiness of doctors' communication of bad news. The results showed that the quality of information and emotional strength explained more than 95% the variance in patients' acceptability judgments, while the level of badness of the news had no effect and patients expect high levels of both sympathy and information quality, regardless of how terrible the news [30].

IX. EMPATHY FOR PATIENT
Empathy is another essential component of doctor-patient communication. Empathy as a characteristic of patient-physician communication in both general practice and clinical care is considered to be the backbone of the patient-physician relationship. Physician’s empathy for the patient and patient compassion for the doctor together can improve correspondence and promote further understanding of one another's points of view [31]. Patients follow those physicians’ order more, who have greater empathy for them as compare to physicians having less sympathy [32]. Clinicians, who wish to improve patients’ satisfaction and consistence should initially recognize the elements of the empathic communication and afterward attempt to refine their aptitudes to more readily serve patients [33]. Another component of empathy that has an immense impact on patient's satisfaction is the doctor's tone of voice. A doctor must talk in a very polite and calm way. Most of the patients feel relaxed and unstressed when a clinician communicate nicely and calmly. A demanding and baffling patient may outrage the physician [34], but it is a duty of a doctor to control his anger and remain calm.

X. CONCLUSION
This review summarizes that how intense the impact of physician’s verbal communication is on patients’ satisfaction and health. To get best results, various strategies regarding doctor-patient communication are immensely significant. Good and effective communication can improve patient satisfaction, understanding of disease, improve compliance / adherence to drugs and ultimately improve outcome of care. Some of the barriers of effective communications are poor language, time constrain, poor listening skills and lack of empathy. However, improvement in these strategies helps the patients to recover more efficiently and gives better health outcome.
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